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The Material and Manufacture of
Bank Notes in Great Britain

(The following is reprinted from Chapter XVI of the book The
One Pound Note in the History of Banking in Great Britain by
William Graham. It was first published in Scotland in 1886,
with a second edition appearing in 1911. Raymond
Williamson, SPMC 3332, submitted it after reading the article
on the manufacture of Canadian bank note paper in Paper
Money No. 79.)

"Being asked why in Scotland they've paper for gold,
A satirical jade, who let nothing escape her,

Made an answer at once both convincing and bold,
Where there's plenty of rags, there is always much
paper."

The Bee, August 1792

The two chief requisites of a one pound bank note are,

that it should be of such strength as to stand the tear
and wear to which it is subjected, and to be-so contrived
as to present the fewest points of attack to the forger.

The Bank of Scotland (founded July 17, 1695) had not
been in existence over six years, when they had to adopt
some means whereby imitation of their notes would be
made more difficult, and detection of fraud more easy.

Schoolmasters and engravers were the first forgers in
Scotland, a fact on which Dr. Dryasdust may base such
hypothesis as he thinks fit. The early notes both of the
Bank of Scotland and the Royal Bank, even after they
had invented "special checks against forgery," were
bald and simple in design, and roughly engraved in
comparison with those of the nineteenth century. The
printing and the watermark were good features — the
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former being generally cleanly done, and the ink
retaining its deep black notwithstanding the lapse of
years. The watermark was produced by the venerable
wire process, specimens of which are extant on various
MSS dating back to the thirteenth century. When the
Bank of Scotland began business, paper-making was in
its infancy in Scotland, the first company beginning on
the Water of Leith in the same year that the bank
opened, so that possibly the paper for their first notes
came from France or Holland.

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER
Bank notes are made from new linen rags, of good

quality, as the better the material, the tougher and
lighter is the note.

From the small size of the notes, and the supposed
necessity for the paper having deckle edges, most of the
bank note paper was produced by modifications of the
old "handmade" process; but machine-made paper is
now in common use, having the advantage of more
uniform thickness. The rags are cut, sorted, dusted,
washed, bleached, and comminuted by rotary motion in
various cylinders fitted with knives and beaters, in
which they are placed, with proportions of water and
caustic alkali, to reduce the material to the pure
vegetable fiber, until the liquid pulp is poured out upon
the wire frames which first convert it into something
like paper. These are composed of a network of fine wire
stretched on frames of the same size as the paper to be
made. Into this rectangular network of wire are sewed
the designs of the watermark, usually in wire or brass
work of various breadth or thickness. The Bank of
England's watermark is produced from brass dies,
which ensure that every repetition of the mark, to
almost any number, shall be absolutely identical, a
degree of accuracy which it would be impossible to
acquire with the wire process in such a complicated
mark as that upon their notes.

The required pattern is engraved on steel-faced dies,
which are afterwards hardened by being heated and
then plunged into cold water. To prevent any change
from the dies wearing out, they can be impressed upon
soft steel plates which in turn can be hardened, and so
the original mark may be multiplied almost ad
infinitum. The die, once made, is used by a stamping
machine to give its impress to soft plates of sheet brass,
which thus become embossed, "and are  filed at the back
of the requisite proportions to allow the moisture of the
pulp of the paper to pass through the apertures. The
different pieces of brass, when struck, filed, and put
together, form the mould for the manufacture of the
paper."*

When one mould wears out, a new one is struck,
mathematically the same as the old, the only care
required being in the filing of the raised parts of the
back.

The peculiarities of a genuine watermark lie chiefly in
the different shades produced by the varying
thicknesses of the paper. When the note is wetted, these
appear more distinct in a good note. In a spurious
watermark produced by pressure, such as many of the
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old forged notes bore, damping destroys the mark
altogether, as it swells the fiber of the paper, the pressed
part in consequence becoming as thick as the other. A
pressed or rolled mark is smooth and greasy, compared
with that on a genuine note. There are also the tests of
reflected and transmitted lights. In a transmitted light,
obtained by holding the note between the eye and the
sun, the thicker parts of the paper appear dark; while
under a light reflected down upon the paper, these dark
parts appear lighter, as they have more white pulp in
their thickness than the other parts. A pressed or
photographed watermark exhibits none of these
characteristics, and may therefore be easily detected,
although by photography it is surprising how the
appearance of the mark seems to be worked into the very
texture of the paper. But even photography will not
stand both tests of examination by transmission and
reflection of light; in one light or another failure is
certain, and the fraud may be detected. Owing to the
greater protective value now attached to high-class
engraving and color schemes, some banks have
abandoned watermarks as a security, as many have
also abandoned the deckle or raw edge on the paper of
their notes.

In handmade paper each sheet is made the size of two
notes, and is cut down the middle before printing. After
the pulp has settled upon these moulds before described,
the superfluous moisture escapes through the
interstices of the wire or brass work, leaving the fiber in
a damp and partially coagulated condition; this is
carefully removed, and passed through felt rollers and
heated steel cylinders to dry, smooth, and harden it to
the required texture.

When this process is completed the paper is again
slightly moistened, and about one grain of "size" is
added to each note, the material used being any
substance with sufficient gelatinous properties, such as
skin, parchment, fish bones, etc., into which is mixed a
small quantity of alum to harden it. The superfluous
"size" having been removed by pressure, the paper is
again taken to the drying-room, after which it is counted
and packed in reams ready for delivery, each ream
containing five hundred sheets, or twenty quires of
twenty-five sheets each — two notes to a sheet. The
paper, when ready for printing, is as carefully guarded
and counted as if it were cash, being usually placed
under the charge of the bank's cashier until required.

ENGRAVING AND PRINTING
The engraving of the old one pound notes was the part

in which the mechanical skill of the time was furtherest
behind. The designs were made up of a quantity of
flourishing, more or less elaborate, down the one side,
by way of a check mark, the remainder being taken up
with the words and figures of the promise. In the
eighteenth century, printing gave little encouragement
to engravers, hence they were few, their work was dear,
and often poor in result. This kept the banks from
expending money upon a elaborate design, and
simplified the work of the forger immensely. The
workmanship of the Royal Bank note of 1750 for £12
Scots, (herein), may be taken as a specially good note of
the period; but careful examination reveals many weak
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points. Practically all the illustrations in this volume
are inserted as part of the argument against the fear of
forgery in England, a fear which manifests itself at
every parliamentary enquiry. Forgeries were
committed because the notes were so easy of imitation,
and in England the absence of a note exchange
prevented detection at the various banks so early as in
Scotland. Modern high-class mechanical engraving
has changed the circumstances completely, so that
notes can no longer be concocted by any neat-handed
penman and apprentice engraver. Forgery of bank
notes as printed in 1800 was practically open to the
crowd; now only a select few would attempt it. Recently,
in an honest and open competition, the highest skill in
the United States could produce merely a poor imitation
of a certain British note which shall be nameless. The
invention of the rose-engine or geometrical lathe would
have practically closed the forging era (as the period
1799 to 1824 may truly be called) had the banks
engraved their notes by its aid. Unfortunately none did
so for many years, although the Society of Arts of
London published a report of an enquiry into this
subject in 1818, which contains examples of the lathe-
engraving as exquisite as anything that can now be
done. But no use was made of them, neither banks nor
Government appearing to have had any ideas save to
suspend the crime and the criminal simultaneously;
and notwithstanding much deliberation no practical
improvement was manifest in the engraving of their
notes, beyond the introduction of a few vignettes. Even
these, small as they were, gave some protection and
enabled forgeries to be sooner detected.

Under the humane influence of Sir Samuel Romilly,
Sir James Mackintosh, and others, public feeling began
to revolt at the number of executions for forgery; and
both bankers and judges realized that "prevention is
better than cure," and that to remove temptation from
the criminal was as much a duty as it was to award
punishment for the crime. It is illustrative of William
Paterson's fine nature that so early as his day he had
protested against the folly and cruelty of the law on this
subject.

So far as Scotland is concerned, soon after 1830 a
better style of engraving was adopted, the National
Bank upon this occasion setting the example. The large
book trade of Edinburgh gave ample employment to
such high-class engravers as the Messrs W. & A.K.
Johnston and Mr. A.H. Lizars, who speedily raised the
Scots bank note to a high standard of excellence for the
period.

Prior to 1837 copper plates were used, and from their
softness caused much trouble and expense in their
renewal. At that time, however, the reproduction of
designs by mill and die was brought to this country by
Messrs Perkins & Heath, the predecessors of the now
famous house of Perkins, Bacon & Co. The founder of
the firm, Mr. Jacob Perkins, was born in
Massachusetts, and came to England to push his
notable invention.

The first engraving by this process is upon soft steel,
which on completion is hardened. This plate is not used
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for printing, but as a die from which many impressions
are taken upon soft steel plates afterwards hardened. In
this way the absolute identity of every plate with its
predecessor is ensured, and years may elapse without
any difference becoming observable. In addition to very
fine powers of engraving vignettes, Mr. Perkins
adapted the old rose-engine (for turning patterns upon
the backs of watches) to the use of the profession of
which he soon became the head, and it is by aid of this
tool — now called the geometrical lathe — a purely
mechanical operation — that some of the finest parts of
bank notes are produced.

The vast saving of labor and time effected by these
means is almost incredible. Taking an extract
regarding the firm's work upon the postage stamps, and
supposing that the new modes had never been invented:
— 'It took Mr. Heath a fortnight's hard work to
engrave, on the original steel die, the profile which is the
progenitor of all the rest" (that of Queen Victoria).
"Since the introduction of cheap postage, Messrs
Perkins, Bacon & Petch have transferred tne matrix
upon one hundred and forty-two plates, each having
two hundred and forty heads upon it. In other words, the
number of single heads given off from steel to steel had
been thirty-four thousand and eighty. Everyone of these
but for the transferring process, must have been
engraved laboriously by hand, at the expense of a
fortnight's time." To keep up such an amount of
engraving would have required one hundred and ten
first-class workmen, and as these sentences were based
upon the figures of 1850, it may be imagined what is the
economy now.

The foregoing refers entirely to line-engraving as seen
in ordinary steel-engravings, where the lines forming
the picture are cut out of the steel plate, but some firms
prefer relief-engraving, where the lines of the picture
stand up in relief, the other portions being cut out as in a
woodcut, the difference being that between an intaglio
and a cameo seal. The steel line-engraving can produce
the finest work, and on that account is now preferred,
apart from the fact that the geometrical lathe is not
adapted to relief-engraving.

The one point aimed at in engraving was, of course,
'`inimitability." To secure this, not only was quantity of
work needed, but superior quality of art, as also variety
of work. For all those purposes the engine machinery
can be turned to endless advantage. Being
accomplished by a peculiar lathe, the process is difficult
of imitation by a forger; manual imitation is almost
futile, from the time needed for the task. The elaboration
on the Scots notes of "one pound," written nearly two
thousand times in each, is chiefly produced by
mechanical means, the "stump engraver" being
employed for this purpose.

A further improvement in Messrs Perkins, Bacon &
Co.'s method of transferring to steel, is to have the
original plate made up of a number of separate dies,
which can be put together when required, and render it
all the more difficult to obtain an impression without
combination amongst the employes. Thus, from
beginning to end, provided the plates are not allowed to
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get into wrong hands, the work requires that those
perfecting it must be artists of no mean ability and skill
— men who could receive so handsome an income as the
reward of their honest labors, the probability of their
giving time and attention to that which can only ensure
their destruction, is as remote as it can be.

The introduction of photography brought a new foe to
the front, and put banks and forgers once more upon the
qui vine.

Up to the middle of the nineteenth century all notes
had been printed in black — a color suitable for
photographic purposes. Various methods were
introduced with a view to secure the note against this
danger; amongst these the most important is printing
with colored inks, and adding some ornamental device
upon the back of the note, so that when printing in the
sun these back designs come through, appear upon the
front, and foil the forger's plan. Photographic
imitations of the watermark have already been referred
to; and we may quote from Mr. A. Claudet's letter to The
Times, about 1850, regarding the effects upon different
colors: — "In photography, red, orange, yellow, and
green produce black; while blue, indigo, and violet
produce white. Now, from these different properties of
the various colors, it is evident that a bank note, with its
printing, emblems, devices, writing, etc., printed in
variegated colors, would offer the greatest difficulties to
the perpetration of the fraud; for the lightest colors to
the eye would produce the darkest effect in the copy,
while the darkest colors, such as blue, indigo, and violet,
would be hardly represented at all, or but very slightly.
It is indeed fortunate that photography, while offering
to the forger the temptation to exercise his dangerous
skill, at the same time teaches us the means to render his
attempts abortive. The Bank of England, and bankers
in general, instead of issuing notes in their present dull
state of black and white, have only to transform them
into the most elegant and ornamental colored designs,
and they will frustrate all attempts of the forger."
Unfortunately modern chemistry can alter the colors it
has produced, so that color alone is no longer such a
protection against photographic reproduction as Mr.
Claudet anticipated.

The idea of colored paper was abandoned; a white
ground being chosen, and colored inks employed in
printing.

In the well-known case of the Greatrex forgeries of the
Union Bank notes in 1866, photography was
abandoned for lithography. Two men appeared in
Dalkeith at a draper's shop, and tendered a Union Bank
note in payment of purchases. A shopman, suspecting
their designs, went out into the street on pretence of
getting change, and called the police. On the men being
searched, over thirteen hundred forged notes were
found on their persons. These were only the utterers; the
artist, a Glasgow photographer named Greatrex, fled to
America. Thither he was followed by a British detective,
Captain M'Call, afterwards chief constable of Glasgow,
accompanied by one of the bank's officials, who traced
him to New York. There the official spiders spun their
web, advertising in the New York papers "A first-class
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photographer wanted." In a few hours the fly walked
into the parlor, whence he was transported to Scotland,
to receive in the Edinburgh Justiciary Court sentence of
penal servitude for twenty years. He died in prison.

The necessity which was forced upon the banks at an
early period of having each note identical with every
other, was the means of taking the Scottish note
business largely away from Scotland to London, as
such perfection of manufacture could only be obtained
through Messrs Perkins & Co.'s patent process, which
no other maker could use during the continuance of the
patent. Other manufacturers could only ensure that
from 40,000 to 50,000 notes would be identical, one plate
giving off that number of impressions before being
worn out, after which a new plate had to be engraved —
a task in itself, not only expensive, but extremely
difficult of execution, as the most accomplished
workman cannot produce two steel plates perfectly
similar. The lapse of their patent, and subsequent
inventions, have upset the well-merited monopoly of the
London firm, as all good engravers can now attain the
same identity in their notes. The first of the two
principal discoveries which have realized this change,
consists of printing from electrotypes. Bank of England
notes are produced thus at the rate of about 50,000 daily,
to replace an equivalent number withdrawn from
circulation in the same time.

The second invention to secure identity, is to engrave
an original steel plate, which, when hardened, is kept
solely to impress its image upon plates of copper. These
could be used for printing, as formerly, were it not that
the softness of the metal compared with steel would
necessitate frequent renewal. To obviate this, the copper
surface is coated with an electro-deposit of steel, so fine
as not to interfere with the most delicate lines, yet so
hard as to give a much longer life to the plate; when the
steel wears out, it can be renewed without the least
injury to the copper bed of the engraving. This process is
called "acierage," and may be also applied to
electrotypes of copper.

Before printing, all paper ought to be dampened to
soften the surface, as where this is omitted, the printing
is defective and unequal. In the Bank of England this is
accomplished by placing a number of reams in a
chamber, from which the air is pumped out, water being
pumped into its place, with the result that in a
incredibly short time the solid mass of paper is
thoroughly damped; on being removed, superfluous
moisture is driven off by pressure.

Scottish notes are printed from steel plates, or copper
plates steel-faced, and weigh when ready for issue from
241/4 grains for the Bank of Scotland, Royal
Commercial, and National banks, to 25 1/4 grains for the
Union Bank, 26 1/4 for the British Linen, and 26'1/4 for the
Clydesdale banks; the heaviest being that of the North
of Scotland 371/2 grains. A Bank of England £5 note,
from the exquisite tissue of its paper, weighs only 18 1/4
grains, though its superficial surface is 85 1/2 centimeters
larger than the smallest Scottish note, that of the
Commercial Bank, and 52 centimeters larger than those
of the Bank of Scotland and North of Scotland Bank.
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The Dank of Sc;utland note is printed by Messrs G.

Waterston & Sons, Edinburgh, and has a watermark
with interlaced border, broad at the top, with the words
"Bank of Scotland £1 ONE EL" The paper is somewhat
brittle, but it is part of the bank's design to compensate
an inferior paper by more frequent issues of new notes.
So effectively do they carry this out, that one million one
pound notes are printed every year. The Royal and
Clydesdale banks' notes are engraved by Messrs W. &
A.K. Johnston, Ltd., Edinburgh; the former are printed
on a very beautiful paper, clear, tough, and light, with
watermark "Royal Bank of Scotland." The bank's name
on the Clydesdale's watermark is indistinct. The British
Linen, National, and Union banks employ Messrs
Waterlow & Sons, Ltd., London, and their marks are
"B.L.B. One Pound." very prominent, and "Union Bank
of Scotland Limited," almost illegible from the effect of
the back-plate. The National Bank has no watermark,
relying on the bewildering effect to the would-be
photographer of the elaborate back-plate, which shines
through upon the massed golden rays and vignette
work of the front. Without much disparagement of
several of the other notes, the National Bank probably
possesses the note which would give a forger the
greatest trouble to imitate; the combination of color on
front and back on the thin and transparent paper used,
being peculiarly well planned. The Commercial and
North of Scotland banks' notes are printed by Messrs
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co.. Ltd., London. The former,
on the same principle as the National, has no
watermark, while the latter has an ideal watermark in
the bust of George, Fifth Earl Marischal, founder of
Marischal College, with ruff and beaver of his period,
1593.

These various notes represent broadly two classes of
design and work. The British Linen, Commercial,
National, Union, and North of Scotland banks place
reliance chiefly on the exquisite detail of engraving
produced by the geometrical lathe in combination with
fine vignette work. A beautiful example of lathework
appeared on the old notes of the Bank of Scotland issued
prior to 1886, but in nearly all the existing notes of this
class fine examples can be seen, which approach more
closely to nature's works than almost any kind of
artistic effect — the more they are magnified the more
perfect they appear. The celebrated Lizars, in one of his
designs for Bank of Scotland notes, produced some very
good work of this class, balanced by equally good effect
in his "line" and vignette work.

In the notes in the second class, the Bank of Scotland,
Royal Bank, and Clydesdale Bank trust for security to
simplicity and a breadth of general effect which will
catch the public eye, rather than to a mass of intricate
engraving. The Royal Bank note — the oldest of
existing designs — is the best example of this class, its
beautiful blue color and fine paper giving it a very
handsome appearance. The ink with which it is printed
has peculiar lasting qualities. A packet of notes
representing ten of the then existing Scotch banks was
closed up in a wall for nearly fifteen years, subject to
damp and the effects of lime. When discovered, the only
color which shone undimmed was the blue of the Royal
notes, almost as fresh as when first immured.
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It may scarcely be prudent to discuss publicly the
respective merits of the two systems, but it may be
mentioned that one of London's most famous engraving
firms "consider the engine-turned parts of the plate a
more effectual protection against forgery than
vignettes; but," they added, "it is very desirable to
combine as many kinds of security as possible." The
absence of engine-work from certain makers' designs,
as a predominating feature, is on account of their
considering the vignette parts the better security, as
requiring greater personal skill for successful imitation,
independent of the purely mechanical problems
wrought out under the lathe.

Nearly all manufacturers agree in regarding the
"general effect" of notes as an important element in
their security. The more minute and intricate the
design, the more difficult it is to reproduce it by
engraving; but just in proportion to its intricacy it may
be easy to imitate the "general effect," for, of the mass of
the public, few remember distinctly the peculiar pattern
of minute engine-work, although many recognize the
leading outlines and general appearance, especially
where a well-known view heads the plate, such as the
King's College at Old Aberdeen in the old North of
Scotland note, or the Marischal College in their notes of
today. The Union Bank note has, through several
changes in the detail of its design, continued the fine
"general effect" created by its "arms" at the top and the
two well-known statues at the foot. These equestrian
figures have continued since prior to 1845, and one of
them appeared on Sir William Forbes & Co.'s notes so
far back as 1789.

The cost of small notes, including paper, is about 1d.
per note; those of the British Linen Bank have been
calculated by the late Mr. Mackay, the bank's
accountant, at 1.043d., and their large notes at 1.135d.
The other banks may fractionally vary from this, the
size of the paper or design and the amount of ink used
making a slight difference upon the total. They are
usually estimated for per thousand. When the printing
is dried, the notes are numbered by a numbering
machine, after which they are packed flat in lots of one
thousand each, and delivered to the bank to be signed.
When given out to the tellers one pound notes are
usually tied in bundles of £500, made up of twenty-five
packages of twenty each, folded in two for security.

From the severe handling they receive, small notes
are removed from circulation practically every two
years, as at the end of that period they become unfit for
re-issue. The abolition of the Government stamp on the
back, permitted on the commutation of the duties, has
enabled the banks to maintain a cleaner issue than
formerly, when each note burnt implied a loss of at least
6d. The number of notes now burnt is enormous, almost
the entire circulation having to be removed and
replaced in a few years, although a number remain in
circulation for a longer period, especially in the
northern parts of the kingdom.

*Journals of Society Arts; article by Alfred Smee, F.R.S.; extracted from Me E.
Wilson's "How to Detect Forged Bank Notes."
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